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A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Picture yourself driving a 50 mph. Unless you are
constantly watching your speedometer instead of the road , your speed is probably going to
drift up and down a bit. No problems noticed when my speed drifts down, but when it begins to
drift back up, the truck shudders a bit. Ta, da, da, da, etc. If I apply the brakes for a second and
then go back to the gas, it accelerates normally. If I just take my foot off the gas for a second
and then apply the gas again it also accelerates normally. Likewise, if I accelerate slightly more
pressure on the gas , it will accelerate right up through the shudder range with no problems. It
is only when my speed drifts back and forth during the 45 - 55 mph zone that the problem is
noticeable. If I am going up a hill, the shudder occurs at a lower speed, depending on how steep
the grade is. I did a tranny flush about 8k miles ago and it did not have any noticeable affect.
Also no towing, besides helping the occasional motorist get their cars out of ditches. My rear
seal recently had a leak where the rear driveshaft sonnects ot the tranny , but I have replaced it
and all is well there now, or seems so. I have no problems if I lay on the gas; just if I am trying to
maintain a nearly constant speed. There is no diagnostic indicator, so no codes to be read. Any
suggestions? I just want to see if anyone has suggestions now, in case this is something bad.
Besides, I hear that the F Plug replacement is a horror show due to the plugs being notorious
for breaking. Other than the shudder, the truck runs perfectly. The shudder might be caused
from torque converter clutch shudder. The speeds you indicate is where the torque converter
clutch should engage. You might want to try and add an additive to the tranny fluid that
addresses torque converter clutch shudder such as this. I agree with that a good additive may
very well eliminate your problem but would suggest that you get the pan dropped, filter replaced
and top off with the correct fluid and then add the snake oil. And I will also add, if the fluid had
been regularly serviced it might never have developed the shudder and servicing it might
eliminate possible future problems. Sometimes in the short run as well. I just drove home from
work and decided to turn off overdrive. Surprisingly, there were no problems at all. The first 2
products are nearly identical and with some certainty I can say I have added them to hundreds
of cars to correct your problem and other problems and as preventative maintenance when
servicing the transmission and never seen any ill effects. How many bottles do i need? Just 1 or
do i need 2? Lastly, is it safe to leave in there or do i need to run it for a while and then flush the
ATF again? I put in a bottle of Trans-X last night after removing an equal ammount of ATF , and
the shuddering is still there. Drive with overdrive locked out unless you are driving at sustained
speeds above It might take miles of highway driving with overdrive engaged to free up the
clutch. On the offchance that this problem is not caused by a transmission shudder do not rule
out an ignition miss. Give you an example of this, and one which ate me up a bit before ironing
it out. Customer has a car that started instantly hot or cold, idled like a new sewing machine,
ran like a top no matter how hard the acceleration was, etc. The only issue was that the car
would shudder pr even buck a bit ONLY at speeds around 40 MPH and ONLY when the
accelerator was backed off of slightly and when an attempt was made to feather the pedal and
maintain a steady speed. This was traced back to a light film of corrosion on a coil wire.

Cleaned that off and the problem went completely away. Since this truck likely uses COPs
maybe one, or more, of the plugs or coil end has corrosion on it. That would not be a rare thing.
We also have a FX4 and it started the same thing last summer. It has K It shudders around 45
mph but if I accelerate it goes away. Finally a light came on but the codes were nothing serious.
I finally convinced the mechanic to replace the coils. But now it is doing it again. So I guess the
others need to be replaced. Thanks for the tip about the 3rd gear and overdrive. I will check that
out. Any other ideas? If it is something else i probably ought to plan for fixing it sooner. I have
had the exact same issue for 2 weeks now. I also noticed it does not occur when overdrive is
turned off. I was having tranny shudder coming on around mph range and sometimes at higher
speeds when I would let off the gas a little. Seemed to be related to lower RPM issue. I have K
on truck and had plugs changed and tranny flushed around K. Looks like it was misfire problem
with no codes showing up. A very common concern when the tc locks up. I link to various parts
sources often and never considered it unauthorized advertising. Already dropped the tranny
pan and replaced the filter. The old ATF looked new too. Is there any way to verify it is the TC
and if so, is there a more permanent fix? If you lock it in 3rd gear does the problem go away?
How do you lock it in 3rd gear? Not sure if that helps with diagnosis. If you turned off overdrive
you locked it in third. Thanks everyone for your advise. Do I need to add a second bottle or do
you think it is something else I should try? You need the Instant Shudder Fixx for clutch
shudder. This seems to be a common issue. I pulled this off another forum: I was having tranny
shudder coming on around mph range and sometimes at higher speeds when I would let off the
gas a little. Unlike other websites and magazines, our ratings are not based solely on a singular
road test, but rather a more encompassing batch of criteria: quality, safety, comfort,
performance, fuel economy, reliability history and value. When comparing vehicles using our
Rating System, it's important to note that the rating earned by each vehicle correlates only to
the models within its class. Only the most exceptional vehicles achieve this rating. Very good
and close to being the best vehicle in its class. Decent, but not quite the best. Often affordable,
but lacking key features found in vehicles of the same class. Not recommended, and lacking
attributes a car buyer would come to expect for the price. We have information you must know
before you buy the F We want to send it to you, along with other pricing insights. I agree to
receive emails from CarsDirect. I understand that I can unsubscribe at any time. We will not
spam you, and will never sell your email. Privacy Policy. We have partnered with trusted dealers
in your area to give you a great price on the new Ford F This is how it works:. Saved Vehicles 0
Saved Searches 0. Cars Direct. Ford F Ford F Pictures. You can interpret our ratings in the
following way: 5-Star: Outstanding vehicle. Simply does not deserve to be on the road. Exterior
51 Interior View Full Screen. See All Photos. Insider Information We have information you must
know before you buy the F Your Email Submit. Thank you. You are now subscribed to our
Pricing Insider updates. Buying With CarsDirect We have partnered with trusted dealers in your
area to give you a great price on the new Ford F Use the CarsDirect Target Price as a tool in
your negotiation. The dealer will help you with financing or leasing, as well as trade-in options.
Ford F By Year New Used This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be
annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at
Autoblog - and keep our stories fre
2008 kia optima owners manual
diagram of motorcycle parts
isuzu oasis 1999
e for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we
promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog.
Research Another Vehicle. XLT 4x2 Styleside 5. Lariat 4x2 Styleside 5. XLT 4x4 Styleside 5. FX4
4x4 Styleside 5. Lariat 4x4 Styleside 5. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider
allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for
your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for
autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have running.
Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your
adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform
that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow
the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser.

